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Agriculture
Ms. Torres: The best thing about being a CTE teacher is bringing the veterinary world to
my students they would not otherwise see. I love what I do in the veterinary field and
teaching my students all about animal science beyond the textbooks through my clinical
experience and through hands-on applications while developing compassion and quality
animal care skills is a true delight.
Ms. Bacon: The best thing about being a CTE teacher is introducing students to a
world/industry they rely on for survival, but usually have very little experience with.
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Video of fertilized chicken egg lit from beneath.
Audio: This is one of our fertile eggs. This is number 15. And you can see the vein
development at the bottom. And there’s a dark spot (rotates egg) right here where my
finger is (taps egg with finger) and that is the baby chick. As I spin the egg, if you look
really close, you can see little pulsations and that is the baby chick moving. This is why I
love being a CTE teacher.
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Agriculture Animal Science
Ivan Jeronimo-Banda
I have enjoyed the Animal Science Pathway because there is always something new to
learn about animals, the farm or even myself. I have enjoyed working with the goats,
chickens, lambs, pigs, and even dog on campus. It is something different that many
people don’t experience. The experience is unique and enjoyable because animal care
can be unpredictable and I enjoy helping animals.
My plans after high school will hopefully include Cal Poly Pomona. I am looking forward
to a major in Animal Science or Animal Health Science because I wish to work with
animals.
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Agriculture-Agriscience
Isabela Hernandez
The AG Program has given me new opportunities and showed me new skills. I have
had fun learning about new topics and exploring new areas with friends. The whole
program is very interesting and an amazing experience to be a part of. It has given me
something to look forward to.

